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TEKKEN TAG TOURNAMENT 2 
System: PS3, Xbox 360 
Out: September 13 

Tekken Tag Tournament 2 is shaping up as a 
fast and flexible fighting game, allowing 
players to quickly switch between two 
characters to build combos and juggle 
between them. With a roster of more than SO 
fighters, a host of new brawlers appear 
alongside Te~ken stalwarts like Heihachi 
Mishima, Anna Williams, Marshall Law and 
Paul Phoenix. Newcomers can learn the ropes 
in Fight Lab, which also lets them customise 
the moves of new training character Combot. 
A four-player mode is also supported. 

TONY HAWK'S 
PRO SKATER 
HD[PG] 
XBLA {Xbox 360), $20 

**** 
A best-of compilation of the first two Tony 
Hawk games. Seven levels return with a host 
of old-school challenges: collect the letters, 
find the secret tape, nail the high score. 
Master every objective and players unlock 
Projectives: a set of new and very difficult 
challenges. Split-screen multi player is missed 
but the online modes are solid. Out now. 

TINY WINGS HD 
iPad, $2.99 

**** 
Tiny Wings was a 
hit on iPhone and 
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WEBWATQI 
A WALK IN THE CLOUD Confused about what "The Ooud" 
really is? You're not alone. Fake news site The Onion reveals 
HP's cloud strategy and advertising campaign that clear1y 
doesn't get it either. WATOI: http://onlon.com/NswSgU 
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PICKUP 
THE TAB 
There are plenty of tablets to take 
and some are downright cheap, writes 
Jennifer Dudley-Nicholson 

deserves further success on the iPad. The 
idea is simple: guide a bird over randomly 
generated terrain, holding a finger on the 
screen to dive, releasing to let it flap its 
wings. Players ski the slopes before launching 
into the air as they try to stay ahead of the 
setting sun. It includes 15 hand-crafted levels 
and split-screen two-player action. Out now. 
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KINGDOM 
HEARTS 3D: 
DREAM DROP 
DISTANCE [PG] 
3DS,$69.95 

**** 
The much-loved Kingdom Hearts characters 
Sora and Riku return in Dream Drop Distance. 
Players swap between them, guiding them on 
separate but intertwined quests, built around 
the Disney/Final Fantasy fusion that has 
made this action role-playing series so 
unique. Out now. 

WRECKATEER 
[G] 
XBLA {X box 360), $13 

*** 
This whimsical 
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Kinect title puts players behind the controls 
of a catapult to destroy a series of goblin
infested castles. Think a motion-controlled 
medieval Angry Birds. Firing the trebuchet 
then directing the projectile works well, and 
there's just enough variety. Some rocks can 
be split into four, others can be blown up or 
flown like a plane. Wreckateeronly has a 
single note but it's a fun one. Out now. 

TOSHIBA AT270 
Toshiba, $539 

mytoshiba.com.au 

** 
There's no mistaking 

Toshiba's smallest tablet. It 
is not only cargo pants 

pocket-sized, but it's also 
thinner than most tablets 
(and some phones) and 

weighs a mere 350g. The 
AT270 is also well built. 

with a textured metal back 
giving it a premium feel and 
a bright 7.67-inch screen 
that can be viewed on an 

angle or up close 
(1280x800). The tablet 
runs Android Ice Cream 

Sandwich software with a 
quad-core processor and 

1GB RAM, and offers 16GB 
built-in storage plus two 

cameras at 5 and 
2-megapixels respectively. 

A Micro USB connection 
and space for a memory 
card also feature. The 

AT270 should be a little 
snappier, given its 
hardware, or a little 

cheaper, given its Google 
rival. but this is a solid and 

small contender. 

ASUS TRANSFORMER 
PAD300T 
ASUS,$599 
asus.com.au 

** 
Tablet-curious consumers 

who can't commit to a 
tablet over a laptop should 

appreciate this ASUS 
device. It's a rare creation 

that combines both 
gadgets without 

compromising too much. 
The ASUS Transformer Pad 
is, at its heart, a 10.1-inch 
tablet with a bright, high-

contrast screen, an 
impressive quad-core 

processor, and even an 
8-megapixel camera on its 
back cover. Though it is a 

step down from the pricier 
Prime Transformer, it 

doesn't step too far and 
ensures Android Ice Cream 

Sandwich feels zippy 
beneath your finger. The 

tablet is heavier than 
some, at 63Sg, uses a 

proprietary charger and 
doesn't offer a 3G 

connection. If those aren't 
deal breakers, this is a 

promising tablet hybrid. 

ASUSNEXUS7 ACER ICONIA TAB KOGAN AGORA 
Google, $249 AZOO Kogan, $199 

play.google.com Acer, $369 kogan.com.au .. acer.com.au 

It may or may not be an For the price of a pair of 
"iPad killer" but it's This big tablet is one for running shoes, you can 

certainly a game-changer. small budgets. Significantly now get a tablet computer. 
Google's Nexus 7 tablet. cheaper than its big Kogan undercuts most of 
made by ASUS, is much brother, the ASOO, the its rivals with its Agora 
more technology than leonia Tab A200 looks tablet. a 10-inch creation 

anyone should expect for pleasingly similar and that is remarkably slim and 
$249. The 7-inch tablet is a features a solid body, a big step up from cheap 

solid unit with the latest 10.1-inch display, soft- tablets of recent years 
software and hardware touch plastic back and (remember the T-Touch 
clearly optimised for its plenty of ports. Unlike Tab?). Unlike those models, 

use, including a quad-core other tablets, users can this tablet has a capactive 
processor. When powered plug several items into this screen with IPS technology 
up and filled with Google tablet. thanks to full-sized for clearer viewing on an 

Play apps, this tablet and Micro USB connections, angle, as well as Google 
multitasks effortlessly and and it also has space for a Android Ice Cream 

rarely pauses. The new Micro SO memory card to Sandwich software, and so 
Android software, jelly boost its 16GB storage. The many ports they had to be 

Bean, should receive part tablet uses Gobgle labelled to avoid confusion. 
of the credit and also Android's Ice Cream But this tablet is for 
delivers new and cute Sandwich software and newcomers only:The 

animations. Its size (1cm Acer has added its pop-up screen's muddy and 
thin) and weight (340g) circular menu. There are displays fingerprints like no 

make it commuter-friendly drawbacks to the cheaper other, its 3-megapixel 
and its 7-inch 1280x800 option, and these include a camera is disappointing, it's 

display is easy on the eyes. 700g weight and a slightly a tad buggy and its 
It's missing high-end dull screen, plus no rear construction is far from 

features, but the 8GB or camera or 3G connection. flawless. The Agora could 
16GB Nexus 7 is a be a good low-commitment 

compelling starter tablet. tablet. 
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